Current separation and upwelling over the southeast shelf of Vietnam in the South China Sea
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[1] The high-resolution, unstructured grid Finite-Volume Community Ocean Model (FVCOM) was used to examine the physical mechanisms that cause current separation and upwelling over the southeast shelf of Vietnam in the South China Sea (SCS). Process-oriented experiments suggest that the southwesterly monsoon wind is a key physical mechanism for upwelling in that area but not a prerequisite to cause current separation. With no wind forcing, current separation in summer can occur as a result of the encounter of a southward along-shelf coastal current from the north and northeastward buoyancy-driven and stratified tidal-rectified currents from the southwest. The southward current can be traced upstream to the Hong River in the Gulf of Tonkin. This current is dominated by semigeostrophic dynamics and is mostly confined to the narrow shelf along the northern Vietnamese coast. The northeastward currents are generated by tidal rectification and are intensified by the Mekong River discharge and southwesterly monsoon wind forcing. The dynamics controlling this current are fully nonlinear, with significant contributions from advection and vertical turbulent mixing. Upwelling in the current separation zone can be produced by a spatially uniform constant wind field and can be explained using simple wind-induced Ekman transport theory. This finding differs from previous theory in which the regional dipole wind stress curl is claimed as a key mechanism for current separation and upwelling in this coastal region. Our SCS FVCOM, driven by the wind stress, river discharge, and tides, is capable of reproducing the location and tongue-like offshore distribution of temperature as those seen in satellite-derived sea surface temperature imagery.


1. Introduction

[2] Strong upwelling prevails along the southeast coast of Vietnam in the South China Sea (SCS) during summer (Figure 1). This upwelling is evident in satellite-derived sea surface temperature (SST) images as a cold water zone that extends offshore in the southward region (south of 12°) [Tang et al., 2004; Doktorgrades, 2008; Hai et al., 2010]. The spatial scale and intensity of the upwelling exhibit significant short-term (order of days) and seasonal variability (Figure 2). The temperature in the upwelling zone is typically ~24–25°C, which is ~3–5°C colder than the surrounding water. The physical processes driving the formation of this upwelling have been examined in both theoretical and numerical studies [e.g., Shaw and Chao, 1994; Xie et al., 2003; Gan and Qu, 2008]. These studies suggested that upwelling in that coastal region is a result of the response of the stratified ocean to the monsoon-induced local dipole wind stress curl in the coastal region with abrupt changes in bottom topography. The dipole wind stress curl causes an offshore current separation and thus upwelling over the coastal region where topographic contours diverge southward.

[3] We question this proposed mechanism for several reasons. The first is that the upwelling observed in the satellite-derived SST images appears as a local scale feature rather than a large-scale event. The second is that the flow in that region is driven by a more complex combination of dynamical processes than the wind-driven circulation. The third is that the dipole wind stress curl fields used in these previous studies were constructed using the NCEP reanalysis data with a horizontal resolution of 1.88° × 1.88°, which may overestimate the spatial scale of the wind stress curl owing to insufficient horizontal resolution. We have
recalculated the surface wind stress curl field using the NCEP reanalysis 6 hourly wind data for the period 1995–2005. For August, for example, the spatial variation of the climatologically monthly averaged wind in the southwest coastal region is relatively small except for the difference between the land and ocean (Figure 3a). While it is not appropriate to calculate the wind stress curl over the sea using land data, the curl computed including land data did not produce a well-defined dipole structure, with a maximum curl value of only $1.6 \times 10^{-7}$ Pa/m (Figure 3b).

Using the Ekman pumping equation $w = \text{curl}(\mathbf{\tau}/\rho f)$ we estimated the maximum upwelling velocity to be $5.2 \times 10^{-4}$ cm/s, which seems too small to cause the upwelling features shown in the satellite-derived SST images (Figure 2).

After previous studies were conducted, the high-resolution $(0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ)$ 6 hourly multisatellite-derived “blended” wind product became available for the 1995–2005 period [Zhang et al., 2006]. The resulting wind stress curl does show a well-defined dipole structure off the southeast coast of Vietnam (Figures 3c–3d), but the maximum curl value $(3.8 \times 10^{-7}$ Pa/m) is in the same order of magnitude as that found in the NCEP wind stress curl field. The vertical velocity estimated by Ekman pumping is $1.2 \times 10^{-3}$ cm/s, which is a factor of two larger than that produced by the NCEP wind stress curl. The northeast-oriented boundary line between negative and positive stress curl, however, is located far south ($80–200$ km) relative to the location where the coldest upwelling water is observed in the satellite-derived SST images. If this wind stress curl also drives the current separation, then in this case, upwelling does not appear as a feature in the current separation zone.

Our analysis of previous studies in this region raises two questions here: (1) could upwelling be driven by a spatially uniform wind and (2) could the current separation occur in summer with absence of wind forcing? The contribution
of a spatially uniform wind to upwelling could be estimated using a simple Ekman transport theory as follows. The August-averaged wind speed at the 10 m height in the study area (based on the 1995–2005 “blended” wind product) is 7.0 m/s. With a coastline angle of 70.6° at 12°N, the offshore Ekman transport per unit meter in the along-shelf direction is ~1.94 m³/s. Let $l_w$ be the cross-shelf scale of the upwelling zone with a typical value of 55 km (estimated from the satellite-derived SST images), then the vertical velocity over an area bounded by the cross-shelf width of $l_w$ and per unit meter along-shelf length is of order $3.5 \times 10^{-3}$ cm/s, which is about two times larger than the Ekman pumping rate estimated using the “blended” winds. This scaling analysis suggests that a spatially uniform wind is capable of producing the upwelling observed in summer from the satellite-derived SST images.

[6] As pointed out in previous studies, the rapid change of the coastline shape and local bathymetry over the southeast shelf of Vietnam play an important role in the formation of the current separation and upwelling. It is unclear, however, whether or not the dipole wind stress curl is a critical driving force to cause the offshore current separation. The southwesterly monsoon wind prevails in the SCS during the summer season [Wyrtki, 1961; Shaw and Chao, 1994; Chu et al., 1998, 1999; Shi et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2002]. Upwelling is, however, only significant in a limited area in the current separation zone (Figure 2). This suggests that there are other physical processes that cancel the upwelling-favorable wind effects in the upstream coastal area along eastern and northern Vietnam. The question here is: if these physical processes exist, could they contribute to the formation of the current separation zone in the downstream area around 11°–12°N?

[7] The SCS is characterized by strong tidal motion caused by the dominant $M_2$, $S_2$, $N_2$, $K_1$, $O_1$ and $P_1$ constituents [Fang et al., 1999; Shi et al., 2002; Beardsley et al., 2004; Duda and Rainville, 2008]. Although the tidal currents are of order 10 cm/s or less along the southern coast of Vietnam, tidal rectification, a nonlinear interaction process of tidal currents via bottom friction over abrupt changes in local bathymetry, can cause asymmetric tidal motion and thus produce a residual flow or jet along local topography.

Figure 2. Satellite-derived SST images off the southeast coast of Vietnam on 13 August 2003, 22 August 2005, 13 July 2008, and 16 July 2008. The satellite data were the L2 products of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) downloaded from the NASA website (see http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov).
When the water is stratified in summer, this residual current can be intensified along the slope as a result of stratified tidal rectification [Maas and Zimmerman, 1989; Chen and Beardsley, 1995, 1998]. Does this nonlinear tidal rectification process contribute to the current separation along the southeast coast of Vietnam? [8] As a result of the monsoon climate, freshwater discharges from the Hong River in the Gulf of Tonkin in the north and the Mekong River in the south vary seasonally, with peaks in late summer (August–September). We have collected the hourly recorded discharge data of the Hong River for the period 1972–1999 and in the Mekong River for 1996–2001. The monthly averaged discharge rates of the Mekong River (a sum of the data measured at the Hau and Tien stations) and of the Hong River (a sum of the data measured at the Hanoi and Sontay stations) exceeded $2.0 \times 10^4$ m$^3$/s and $1.0 \times 10^4$ m$^3$/s in late summer, respectively, with interannual variability in a range of $\sim 10^4$ m$^3$/s (Figure 4). [9] The freshwater discharge from the Hong River generates a river plume and subsequent southward buoyancy-driven flow along the Vietnamese shelf. This flow is intensified during the summer as the river discharge increases.
Could the southward buoyancy flow associated with the river discharge contribute to the current separation along the southeast coast of Vietnam? In general, the river plume produced by the Mekong River discharge tends to extend southward along the coast. During southwesterly monsoon wind conditions, could this buoyancy-driven flow change its direction to flow northeastward and contribute to the offshore current separation? If this is a case, how is this feature related to tidal rectification and wind stress?

We, a joint research team of the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth (UMASSD) and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), have developed a high-resolution, unstructured-grid, finite-volume China coastal model. This model was configured using FVCOM (version 3.1) with a computational domain covering the Japan/East Sea (JES), Bohai/Yellow/East China Sea (BY-ECS) and the SCS. The unstructured triangular grid used in FVCOM provides good resolution of the coastline and highly variable topography over the shelf and narrow slope in the SCS. The finite-volume algorithms guarantee local mass conservation in the sense of flux calculation, making it practical to examine the relative importance of various physical processes. Driven by tides, river discharge and winds separately, we have examined the physical mechanisms for the current separation and upwelling around the southeast coast of Vietnam. This study is aimed at identifying and understanding the contributions of various physical processes on this unique feature in that region.

2. Model and Design of Numerical Experiments

The China coastal FVCOM is a high-resolution, unstructured-grid, finite-volume, three-dimensional, free surface, primitive equation numerical model developed originally by Chen et al. [2003] and upgraded by the joint UMASSD-WHOI development team [Chen et al., 2006a, 2006b, 2007, 2009; Huang et al., 2008]. FVCOM is described in detail in the work of Chen et al. [2006b] and a brief summary of key modules used for this study is given here. We used a default setup of the modified Mellor and Yamada level 2.5 (MY-2.5) [Mellor and Yamada, 1982] and Smagorinsky [Smagorinsky, 1963] turbulent closure schemes for vertical and horizontal mixing, respectively. The governing equations in FVCOM is discretized by an integral form over control volumes in which the advection terms are solved by a second-order accuracy upwind finite volume flux scheme [Kobayashi et al., 1999; Hubbard, 1999] and time integration made using the modified explicit fourth-order Runge–Kutta (RK4) time stepping scheme. FVCOM is implemented with two solvers: (1) a mode-split solver in which external and internal modes are advanced in tandem at different time steps and (2) a semi-implicit solver with a single time step inversely proportional to water current magnitude. The experiments described in this paper were conducted using the mode-split solver.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The China coastal FVCOM and design of the numerical experiments are described in section 2. The model results for the cases driven by various forcing are presented in section 3. The physical mechanism is discussed in section 4, and conclusions are summarized in section 5.
the range of ~0.25–0.5 km in the inner shelf and estuaries, ~0.7–0.8 km in the offshore region along the Vietnam coast and ~35 km near the open boundary. A hybrid coordinate with a total of 40 layers is used in the vertical: an $s$ coordinate is used in the region of depth >80.0 m, with a transition at a depth of 80.0 m to a $\sigma$-coordinate in shallower areas. In the $s$ coordinate, five uniform layers with a thickness of 2.0 m are specified from the surface and bottom to resolve the surface mixed and bottom boundary layers over the slope. This produces a uniform thickness of 2 m for each layer at the $s$ and $\sigma$ coordinate transition and a vertical resolution of 2 m or less in the shallower regions.

Numerical experiments were designed to address two questions: (1) How do the tidal rectification and river discharge-driven buoyancy flow contribute to the current separation?, and (2) What is the role of winds in upwelling? To answer the first question, we made two numerical experiments. First, the model was driven by only tidal forcing (constructed using tidal amplitudes and phases of the five major tidal constituents: $M_2$, $N_2$, $S_2$, $O_1$, and $K_1$) at the open boundary to examine tidal dynamics and tidal rectification in homogenous conditions (Exp-I). Second, the model was run with tidal forcing and freshwater discharge from the rivers included in the computational domain (Exp-II). At the northern open boundaries in the Pacific Ocean, the Kuroshio was built up with a transport inflow of 29.5 Sv on the southern open boundary on the eastern coast of Luzon Island, 26.9 Sv for the Kuroshio southeast of Japan, 1.6 Sv through the Tsugaru Strait, and 1.1 Sv through the Soya Strait [Chen et al., 2008]. Flow-through boundary conditions were applied at the two southern open boundaries (the Karimata and Malacca Straits). Although the Kuroshio is far away from the study area and has no direct dynamical impact on the current separation and upwelling over the southwest shelf of Vietnam [Shaw, 1991; Farris and Wimbush, 1996; Caruso et al., 2006], we included it to more accurately simulate the SCS regional background circulation.

To answer the second question, we ran the model with inclusion of wind forcing in two ways. First, wind forcing was added into the spin-up forcing field in the case with tidal and river discharges (Exp-III). Two types of wind forcing were considered, a spatially uniform wind field and a monthly climatologically averaged wind field. The wind data used to build the climatology were from the multi-satellite derived 6 hourly blended wind field gridded with a horizontal resolution of $0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ$ for the period 1995–2005 [Zhang et al., 2006]. Second, we conducted an experiment for the case with only wind forcing (Exp-IV). In
this case, we also considered both spatially uniform and nonuniform wind fields.

For Exp-I, Exp-II and Exp-III, initial conditions of water temperature and salinity were specified using the August monthly climatologically averaged field. The monthly climatologic temperature and salinity fields were constructed using multiple sources: NOAA National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) and individual hydrographic survey data provided by scientists from United States, Japan, South Korea and China. These data were processed using the following steps. In step 1, data from multiple sources were organized into a standard self-described data format. In step 2, all profiles that were either vertically unstable or out of realistic range owing to temperature or salinity problems were removed. In step 3, the remaining profiles were vertically interpolated to the standard layers and then gridded into nonoverlapping 20 × 20 km boxes. This resolution provided a reasonably realistic climatology of water temperature and salinity over a large scale, but only poorly resolved hydrographic features over the coastal and continental margin region. The model hydrographic features in this region (which are predicted by prognostic integration) are the result of the adjustment of the ocean to external forcing (tides, coastal river discharge, and wind). For Exp-IV, the initial conditions of water temperature and salinity were specified using averaged fields with no horizontal gradients. This specification was designed to distinguish the roles of wind and buoyancy forcing in the current separation and upwelling.

3. Process-Oriented Experiment Results

3.1. Tidal Rectification-Induced Current Separation

For Exp-I, the tidal simulation was a 90 day model run conducted without stratification and river discharge. The MATLAB harmonic analysis toolbox (T Tides) [Pawlowicz et al., 2002] was used to calculate tidal constants (amplitude and phase) of the tidal elevation and ellipse parameters (major and minor axes, phase and orientation) of the tidal current for each tidal constituent. The model-predicted tidal constituents were compared directly with available tidal measurement data at 162 tidal gauges (99 in the BY-ECS and 63 in the SCS) [Choi, 1980; Fang et al., 1999]. The overall standard deviation errors for the SCS stations are in the same range with tidal simulations reported in previous structured-grid tidal model studies [Fang et al., 1999]. Our model provides a more accurate simulation of tidal elevation in the near-coastal region along the coast of Vietnam. An example for model-data comparison at Cam Ranh (11°53′, 109°12′) and Vung Tau (10°20′ 109° 04′; see Figure 1) is shown in Table 1.

We next examined time series of the tidal currents over the southern shelf of Vietnam. The tidal currents are strongly asymmetrical over a tidal cycle in that region where bottom topographic contours diverge southward (Figure 6). At maximum ebb, the tidal currents move the water from the upstream north southward and the water from the downstream northeastward. As a result, these waters converge around 12°N, producing an offshore current separation zone in the region where bottom topography varies abruptly. At ebb to flood transition, a cyclonic eddy forms in that region. The water moves southward along the shelf, turns offshore and then recirculates cyclonically in deeper water. At maximum flood, the entire area is dominated by tidal currents flowing southward parallel to the local bathymetry. At flood to ebb transition, an offshore current separation appears again, and the currents are stronger on the north than on the south. The asymmetry of tidal currents produces an offshore residual flow in the coastal region near 11.25°N, which forms as a result of the southward current from upstream and a northeastward current from the downstream Mekong River area (Figure 7). This suggests that current separation along the southeast coast of Vietnam can occur as a result of tidal rectification without stratification, although the currents are weak and the location of this current separation has been shifted southward relative to those detected in the SST images shown in Figure 2. The key point here is that under a nonstratified condition with the absence of the southwesternly monsoon wind, tidal rectification can produce a northeastward along-shore residual current from the downstream region off the Mekong River.

3.2. Buoyancy and Stratified Tidal Rectification-Induced Current Separation

In Exp-II, when river discharges are added and the initial temperature and salinity stratification is specified by the summer climatology, the model produces the well-defined current separation zone off the southeast coast of Vietnam, in which temperature shows a cold core starting near the coast and then extending offshore (Figure 8). This structure is similar to those observed in the summer satellite-derived SST images. The southward current from the north

---

### Table 1. Comparisons Between Computed and Observed Tidal Elevations at Two Tidal Measurement Sites Over the Coast of Vietnam

| Tidal Constituent | \( H_{\text{obs}} \) (cm) | \( |H_{\text{fvcom}} - H_{\text{obs}}| \) (cm) | \( |H_{\text{f}} - H_{\text{obs}}| \) (cm) | \( \theta_{\text{obs}} \) (°) | \( |\theta_{\text{fvcom}} - \theta_{\text{obs}}| \) (°) | \( |\theta_{\text{f}} - \theta_{\text{obs}}| \) (°) |
|-------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| \( M_2 \)          | 18             | 1              | 329            | 7              | 7              |
| \( S_2 \)          | 9              | 0              | 9              | 5              | 13             |
| \( K_1 \)          | 34             | 4              | 307            | 3              | 1              |
| \( O_1 \)          | 30             | 1              | 265            | 4              | 11             |

\(^{a}\)Note that \( H_{\text{obs}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{obs}} \) are the observed tidal amplitude and phase, \( H_{\text{fvcom}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{fvcom}} \) are the FVCOM-computed tidal amplitude and phase, and \( H_{\text{f}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{f}} \) are the tidal amplitude and phase computed by Fang et al. [1999].
is a well-defined coastal flow with speeds of 10–15 cm/s, which can be traced back to the Hong River discharge. The Mekong River discharge splits into two branches: one flowing southwestward along the coast and the other flowing northeastward along the coast toward 11°N where it meets the southward coastal current. The speed of these flows is of order ~5–10 cm/s. This northeastward current is a result of stratified tidal rectification (see the discussion in the momentum balance): forming originally by tidal rectification and being intensified owing to stratification produced by the Mekong River discharge. The offshore current separation zone thus forms as a result of the encounter of the southward buoyancy-driven flow on the upstream north and the northeastward buoyancy and tidal rectified flow on the downstream south. The offshore transport in the separation zone is intensified as an anticyclonic flow from the southeastern area joins the offshore separation flow around the 100–1000 m isobaths.

[20] Our finding challenges the wind-driven mechanism proposed in previous studies. These model results suggest that the combination of tidal-rectified and buoyancy-driven flows is sufficient to generate an offshore current separation zone without wind forcing. While we understand that the southwesterly monsoon winds play an important role in the summertime circulation in this region, our results suggest a new physical mechanism for the offshore current separation observed off the southeast coast of Vietnam.

3.3. Effects of Winds

3.3.1. Case With Tides and River Discharges

[21] In Exp-III, we ran the model by adding wind forcing to the tidally and buoyancy-driven simulation described above. Two wind cases are considered: (1) a spatially uniform constant wind and (2) the August monthly climatologically averaged wind field obtained using the 1995–2005...
The spatially uniform wind field is specified by a 10 m wind velocity of 5.63 m/s toward the east and 4.16 m/s toward the north, which is the mean August wind velocity in the center of the current separation zone.

These model experiments with wind forcing show that the northeastward monsoon wind is an important mechanism to intensify upwelling in the current separation zone during the summer season. Both constant and spatially varying winds significantly intensify the offshore current separation and thus upwelling (Figure 9). As a result, near the sea surface in the current separation zone, the water temperature drops about ~2–3°C and the offshore velocity increases to ~30 cm/s (~10 cm/s larger than that observed in the case without wind forcing). No significant difference was found in the magnitude of water velocity between these two cases, but the upwelling zone near the coast is much wider in the constant wind-forcing case. Defining the temperature contour of 25.5°C as the boundary of the primary upwelling zone, the difference of the area between the two cases is about 8.6 × 10^3 km^2. This result is consistent with the distribution of the spatially varying wind stress curl (Figure 3d), which shows a negative curl near the coast in the upstream area of the current separation zone. The negative curl produces a downward Ekman pumping-induced transport that tends to cancel the upward transport associated with the wind-induced offshore Ekman flow. This fact suggests that the dipole surface wind stress curl plays an important role in determining the spatial distribution of the wind-driven upwelling but is not the essential mechanism for upwelling.

The contribution of wind forcing to local upwelling can be seen clearly in the comparison of the cross-isobath temperature distributions in the cases with and without winds (Figure 10). Without wind forcing, the offshore current separation is clearly defined but upwelling is weak. In this case, the maximum vertical velocity in the coldest surface water area is ~1.1 × 10^{-2} cm/s: a value that is larger than the upwelling value estimated using the NCEP wind stress curl and is similar to that found using the blended wind stress curl. When the monsoon wind forcing is added, the offshore Ekman transport moves the water in the upper water column offshore, with a compensating upward transport over the shelf and upper slope. In this case, the maximum vertical velocity is up to ~1.1 × 10^{-2} cm/s: one order of magnitude larger than that in the no-wind case. In addition, the cross-isobath current in the upwelling zone features double circulation cells. In the upper 65 m, water is advected toward the coast and then upward and offshore, creating a deep surface mixed layer of colder water. In the deeper region, water tends to move up the slope to ~100 m isobaths before slowing significantly. This flow structure suggests
that the wind-induced upwelled surface water is from the upper water column, rather than from the bottom boundary layer over the slope.

The subtidally averaged mean sea surface height (SSH) remains the same pattern in the cases without and with wind forcing (Figure 11). The model-computed large-scale SSH pattern is similar to that derived from the TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter-derived SSH described by Shaw et al. [1999]. The altimeter-derived SSH data described in the work of Shaw et al. [1999] were obtained with a spatial sampling resolution of 40 km, which prevents it from providing the detailed structure in the coastal region shown in Figure 11. Divided by the axis of maximum offshore current in the current separation zone, the mean sea level is characterized by a north–south elongated depression in the north and an offshore-increasing gradient in the south. With the geostrophic tendency for barotropic currents to follow sea level contours, the sea level pattern matches well with the circulation pattern shown in Figure 8: cyclonic in the north and anticyclonic in the south. Adding wind forcing does not reverse the surface elevation distribution except increasing the gradient near the coast in the anticyclonic flow zone and offshore in the cyclonic flow zone. The maximum SSH gradient is ~6.7 × 10^{-7} for the case without wind forcing and up to ~1.3 × 10^{-6} and ~1.5 × 10^{-6} for the cases with varying and spatially uniform wind forcing, respectively. Although the stratified tidal and buoyancy-driven currents are dominant in this area, the sea level offshore gradient cannot be ignored in the formation of the current separation zone. In addition, the distribution of the offshore subtidal sea level gradient off the Mekong River is consistent with the splitting of currents there: a southwest flow to the south and a northeast flow to the north.

3.3.2. Case With Only Wind Forcing

One question raised in this study is whether or not the southwesterly monsoon wind is sufficient to form the observed current separation and upwelling. Theoretically speaking, the southwesterly wind tends to move the water offshore near the surface through the Ekman transport process and thus produce upwelling near the coast. Since the southwesterly wind prevails over the entire SCS, upwelling should appear along the coast of Vietnam. It is hard to...
imagine, however, that wind forcing alone could generate the current separation pattern shown in Figure 8. Exp-IV was designed to evaluate the contribution of wind forcing to the current separation and upwelling over the southwest coast of Vietnam. The wind forcing used to drive the model are the same as those used in Exp-III.

[26] For the case with spatially uniform wind forcing, the model predicts a strong northeastward or northward flow over the southwest shelf of Vietnam (Figure 12a). The flow tends to turn clockwise after entering the interior basin. The model does show a well-defined upwelling zone with a water temperature difference of \( \sim 2^\circ C \) along the coast, but no narrow current separation zone is found. Using the spatially varying wind forcing, the offshore flow in the region to the north of 12\(^\circ\)N is significantly smaller (about 10–15 cm/s smaller), even though the direction of the flow remains little changed. As in the spatially uniform wind case, no narrow current separation zone is generated. In this case, the

Figure 10. Cross-isobath distributions of model-computed (top) water temperature and (bottom) velocity (cm/s) on the section parallel to the direction of the offshore current in the separation zone (see Figure 1 for section location) for the cases without and with wind forcing. Dashed vertical lines indicate the offshore boundary used to draw the velocity. The vertical velocity is scaled by a factor of 10\(^3\) to match the vertical and horizontal scales.
significant upwelling zone shrinks to a smaller area around 12°N. These results support our findings gained from Exp-III, in which we illustrated that upwelling can be generated by spatially uniform wind forcing and the surface wind stress curl contributes directly to the spatial scale of upwelling in that area.

4. Momentum Balance Analyses

To study the physical mechanism of current separation and upwelling along the southeast coast of Vietnam, we examined the momentum balance for the cases without and with wind forcing. Defining that \( x \) is the cross-shelf axis (positive offshore) and \( y \) is the along-shelf axis (positive northward) of the local Cartesian coordinate system, the \( x \) and \( y \) momentum equations can be written as

\[
-fv + g \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial x} + \vec{v} \cdot \nabla u + w \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial z} - \frac{\partial P}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial t} = 0
\]

(1)

\[
fu + g \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial y} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial y} + \vec{v} \cdot \nabla v + w \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial z} - \frac{\partial P}{\partial y} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial t} = 0
\]

(2)

Figure 11. Model-computed daily averaged subtidal sea surface elevation on the 40th day of the spin-up run for the case without wind forcing and the 10th day after the spatially varying wind forcing is added. White lines are the 100, 200, 1000, and 2000 m depth contours.

Figure 12. Model-computed near-surface subtidal current vectors (cm/s) plotted on the surface temperature field at the 10th model day for the cases with only wind forcing. (a) A spatially uniform wind case. (b) A spatially varying wind case. Black lines are the contours of 100, 200, 1000, and 2000 m isobaths. The vectors were selected over a distance of 0.15 degrees in these two plots.
where $u$, $v$ and $w$ are the $x$, $y$ and $z$ components of the water velocity; $f$ is the Coriolis parameter; $\zeta$ is the surface elevation; $P$ is the baroclinic pressure; $\rho$ is the water density; $K_m$ is the vertical viscosity; and $t$ is the time. To simplify the discussion, we name the terms on the left side of each equation using the numbers from 1 to 7.

For the case without winds, Figure 13 shows the cross-shelf and along-shelf momentum balances at site A (within the southward coastal flow from the north), at site C (in the current separation zone) and at site B (in the northeastward flow from the downstream south off the northern outlet of the Mekong River), respectively. The locations of these three sites are marked in Figure 1.

At site A, the flow features a semigeostrophic current. In the cross-shelf momentum equation, the southward alongshelf flow satisfies a quasi-geostrophic condition in which the cross-shelf surface elevation gradient force is mainly balanced by the Coriolis force, with first-order contributions from the baroclinic pressure gradient and horizontal advection (see Figure 13). In the along-shelf momentum equation, the flow is controlled by a complex nonlinear process in which horizontal advection, surface and baroclinic pressure gradients, the Coriolis force, and vertical diffusion are all in the same order of magnitude.

At site B, in the cross-shelf momentum equation, a northeastward alongshelf flow occupies throughout the water column. However, the dynamics controlling this flow differs in the vertical. In the upper 15 m water column, the flow is dominated by a geostrophic current with a balance between the Coriolis and surface pressure gradient forces. In the lower water column beneath depths of 15 m, however, the northeastward alongshelf flow is controlled by an unsteady, fully nonlinear physical process in which horizontal advection, vertical diffusion, the Coriolis force, surface pressure gradient force and baroclinic pressure gradient force are important. The largest terms still are the surface and baroclinic pressure gradient forces, so that the flow is dominated by the geostrophic flow. However, the nonlinear
horizontal advection and vertical diffusion terms also have their maximum values in the lower water column, which suggests that stratified tidal rectification also plays an important role in generating the northeastward along-shelf flow. This is consistent with the theoretical finding by Chen and Beardsley [1995] that stratified tidal rectification caused by tidal mixing, enhanced divergence or convergence of the tidal momentum flux, and modification of internal diffusion via stratification can lead to a subsurface intensification of the along-isobath residual flow. In the along-shelf momentum equation, the whole water column features an offshore flow: stronger in the upper 15 m water column and decreases rapidly with depth in the lower water column. The dynamics controlling this offshore flow also differs in the upper and lower water columns. In the upper water column, it is driven by the surface pressure gradient force and convergence of the momentum flux against the baroclinic pressure gradient force. In the lower water column, it is driven under a momentum balance between the surface pressure gradient force, vertical diffusion and horizontal advection.

At site C, the flow is dominated by a linear geostrophic current with a balance between the surface elevation gradient, baroclinic pressure gradient and Coriolis forces. This offshore current forms as the encounter of the buoyancy-driven southward along-shelf geostrophic current from the north and the northeastward buoyancy-driven and stratified tidal-rectified current from the southwest. In this case, tidal rectification, river discharge and local bathymetry all play critical roles in intensifying these two coastal currents during summertime stratified conditions.

There is always a northeastward current from the southeastern mouth of the Mekong River as a result of tidal rectification. This flow can be intensified significantly by the large river discharge and southwesterly monsoon wind forcing during the summer season. As a result, water in this area off the Mekong River moves northeastward. The dynamics controlling this current are fully nonlinear, with significant contributions from advection and vertical diffusion.

The southward flow from the north is primarily a coastal current that can be traced upstream to the Hong River in the Gulf of Tonkin. This current is dominated by quasi-
linear geostrophic dynamics and mostly confined to the narrow shelf along the northern Vietnamese coast.

[36] The southwesterly monsoon wind forcing is a key physical process to generate upwelling, but it is not a prerequisite to cause the nearshore current separation in that area. This upwelling can be caused by a spatially uniform wind following a simple wind-induced Ekman transport theory. The dipole wind stress curl is not a dominant process to drive upwelling, but it does control the spatial scale of upwelling. The model driven with a wind stress, river discharge and tides under summertime stratified conditions is capable of reproducing the location and tongue-like offshore distribution of temperature as those seen in the satellite-derived SST images.

[37] Previous modeling studies (described in section 1) conclude that the offshore current separation and upwelling observed in summer off the southeast Vietnam coast are driven by the dipole surface wind stress curl associated with the monsoon winds. Our results, however, suggest that wind forcing is not a necessary condition to produce the offshore current separation zone but does play an essential role in producing upwelling. It is unclear if river discharge was included in the previous modeling studies. Owing to the computational limitations, the previous numerical experiments were made using relatively coarse resolution models with a horizontal resolution of ~10 km or larger. Such coarse resolution models poorly simulate nearshore physical processes, particularly in and near the Mekong River estuary, where the tidally rectified and buoyancy-intensified northward current exists. Our studies suggest that it is critical to resolve the nearshore physical processes if one attempts to understand the physical mechanisms driving the current separation over the southeast coast of Vietnam in the South China Sea.

[38] It should be noted here that this process study focused on the current separation and upwelling off the Vietnam coast observed during summer conditions. Previous basin-scale model and theoretical studies suggest that the pronounced seasonal variability of the observed basin-scale circulation in the SCS is driven primarily by the East Asian monsoon, with strong southwesterly surface winds in winter and slightly weaker northeasterly winds in summer. Liu et al. [2001] showed that the SCS basin response time to wind curl–induced baroclinic Rossby waves is sufficiently short (~1–4 months) that the seasonal circulation is in quasi-equilibrium with the monsoon wind cycle. Fang et al. [2009] used a global model with higher (1/6° × 1/6°) resolution in the JES, BY-ECS, SCS, and the Indonesian Seas to show that the monsoon wind cycle also drives an observed reversal in the Pacific-to-Indian Ocean throughflow, with net flow into (out of) the southern SCS through the Karimata and Malacca Straits during the summer (winter) monsoon wind forcing. The summer inflow transport was relatively weak (~1 Sv) and appears to have little effect in the circulation near the Vietnam southeast coast [Yang et al., 2002]. To understand how these seasonal changes in the SCS forcing and circulation may influence the current separation and upwelling occurring in late summer (August) off Vietnam examined in this paper will require a model system that includes sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to capture the dominant coastal processes (e.g., tides, river discharge, shelf-basin exchange, coastal wind forcing, etc.) and their variability on synoptic-to-seasonal time scales.
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